
Yakama Nation Council member Clifford Moses preparing human remains for shipment.
Photo courtesy of Jane Beck, Repatriation Office, NMNH, Smithsonian Institution.
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Allan Houser, Chiricahua Apache sculptor,  working on a clay sculpture circa 1985. 
Photograph by Kay V. Wiest, courtesy of the Institute of American Indian Arts, Santa Fe, NM.
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SUPPLEMENT I 

NATIVE AMERICAN GRAVES PROTECTION 
AND REPATRIATION ACT 

IMPLEMENTING REGULATIONS (AND 1996 MUSEUM ACT AMENDMENTS)
by JACK F. TROPE, Esq.

THE FOLLOWING TEXT is a summary of those parts of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation 
Act (NAGPRA) regulations and the National Museum of the American Indian (Museum Act) amend ments 
which clarify, amplify or modify the provisions of the original Acts. Regulations implementing NAGPRA 

became effective on January 3, 19961 and are found on pages 169–189 (Appendix V). The Museum of the American 
Indian Act Amendments of 1996 were signed into law by President Clinton on October 9, 1996,2 and are found on 
pages 190-191 (Appendix W). Finally, the interim rule regarding civil penalties for NAGPRA is found on pages 192-
199 (Appendix X). These additional regulations were issued on January 13, 19973 and may be revised in the future.

Information on the original statutes (NAGPRA and the Museum Act) may be found in Section I, Chapter 1 
and Section II, Chapter 2 of Mending the Circle. In order to obtain a full understanding of the Federal laws govern-
ing repatriation and graves protection, it is necessary to refer to both the original chapter and this supplement.

THE NAGPRA REGULATIONS

Who and what is covered by NAGPRA
Indian Tribes, Native Hawaiian Organizations and Lineal Descendants

The regulations (see Appendix V) make it clear that lineal descendancy can be traced not only through the 
common law system used by Federal and state courts, but “by means of the traditional kinship system of the 
appropriate Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization.”4

According to the regulations, an “Indian tribe” is one which appears on a specific list to be distributed 
through the Departmental Consulting Archeologist;5 the term is not otherwise defined. Although at least one 
court has interpreted the term in NAGPRA more broadly, this list has generally included only those tribes 
commonly thought of as “federally-recognized”, as well as Alaska Native corporations.6

The commentary to the regulations indicates that bands, clans and other sub-groups should make  NAGPRA 
claims through an Indian tribe, rather than directly.7

Museums and Federal Agencies

The definition of “museum” in the regulations makes it clear that any museum that has received funds from a 
Federal agency after November 16, 1990 is covered by NAGPRA. This is true even if the museum in question has 
not itself received Federal funding but is part of a larger unit which has received such funds. Thus, for example, 
if a museum is part of a local government which has received Federal funds since 1990, the museum is covered 
by NAGPRA even if the museum itself has not directly received Federal funds.8 Contracts for purchase of goods 
or service (procurement contracts) are not considered to be Federal funding for the purposes of NAGPRA, how-
ever.9

The regulations specify that “possession or control” of an object by a museum or Federal agency means having 
a “sufficient legal interest to lawfully treat the object as part of its collection”; most items on loan would not be 
included in that definition.10 This raises the question of whether long-term loans to museums or agencies (e.g., 
99 year loans), which are essentially loans in name only, are covered by NAGPRA. Ultimately, this issue will 
probably be resolved by the courts. 

CULTURAL ITEMS
Human remains

The regulations make clear that body parts that were freely given or naturally shed by an individual (e.g., hair 
made into ropes) are not considered human remains. Furthermore, if human remains are incorporated into 
other cultural items covered by NAGPRA, it is the cultural affiliation of the non-human item, not that of the 
human remains, which governs repatriation.11
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Funerary objects
In addition to objects placed with human remains, as stated in the statute itself, objects placed near human 
remains as part of a death rite or ceremony are also covered by NAGPRA according to the new regulations. 
This provision reflects the variations in tribal funerary practices. The revisions also clearly recognize rock cairns, 
funeral pyres and other customary depositories for human remains which may not fall within the ordinary 
definition of a grave site.12 Finally, the regulations make clear that items which were displayed with human 
remains as part of a death rite or ceremony, but which were returned or distributed to living descendants 
according to traditional custom, are not considered to be funerary objects.13

Sacred objects
The regulations reaffirm the definition of sacred objects as including those needed by “traditional religious lead-
ers” for the renewal of ceremonies14 by present-day practitioners of traditional Native religions.15 “Traditional 
religious leader,” a critical term in NAGPRA, is defined as a person “recognized by members of an Indian tribe 
or Native Hawaiian organization” as “responsible for performing cultural duties relating to the ceremonial or 
religious traditions”, or exercising “a leadership role . . . based on the tribe or organization’s cultural, ceremonial 
or religious practices.”16

ITEMS POSSESSED OR CONTROLLED BY MUSEUMS 
AND FEDERAL AGENCIES

Responsibility of Museums and Federal Agencies to identify items

Inventory of human remains and associated funerary objects

Although inventories were to be completed by November 16, 1995, extensions have been granted by the 
Department of the Interior to 58 museums.17 To be granted an extension, the museums had to show that 
they had begun active consultation and documentation, and had developed written plans to carry out their 
inventories prior to the legal deadline. These plans included step-by-step descriptions of the inventory process, 
job titles for those responsible, schedules for completion and proposals for raising necessary funds.18 

Those museums granted extensions must first inventory those parts of their collections “for which informa-
tion is readily available or about which Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian organizations have expressed special 
interest.”19 During the inventory process they must consult with lineal descendants and Indian tribal officials 
and traditional religious leaders from any tribe or Native Hawaiian organization which is likely to be culturally 
affiliated with the remains and objects, or on whose lands the remains and funerary objects originated. This 
includes both land currently administered by a tribe and aboriginal land no longer under tribal jurisdiction.20

Consultation should commence no later than the time when cultural affiliation is being considered and 
must be by telephone or face-to-face, not merely by mail.21 Museums and Federal agencies have no obliga-
tion to pay the traveling expenses of tribes or Native individuals with whom they are consulting, however.22 
Museums and Federal agencies must provide to tribes, Native Hawaiian organizations and traditional religious 
leaders representing tribes the following:

1. a list of people and tribes to be consulted, 
2. a description of how and when the inventory will be conducted,
3.  an indication that additional documentation for the purpose of identifying cultural

affiliation is available.23 

Museums are instructed to ask tribes to designate specific tribal representatives for consultation and identify 
such individuals as lineal descendants and traditional religious leaders so that museums can consult with them. 
Tribes will also be asked to recommend how best to contact these individuals. Museums should also obtain 
information from tribes regarding items which may have been made exclusively for burial purposes or to con-
tain human remains (both of which are considered associated funerary objects under NAGPRA).24

Museum and Federal agency inventories must include the following information and documentation:

1. a list of items which are clearly determined or likely to be culturally affiliated with one or more 
Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian organizations,25 
2. accession and catalogue entries,
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3. information relating to acquisition, including, if known, the name of the person from whom an item 
was obtained and the date, place and means of acquisition,
4. a description of the remains or objects, and
5. a summary of the evidence used to determine cultural affiliation.26

In addition, a notice of inventory completion which summarizes the results of the inventory must be sent with 
the inventory to any person or entity with whom the objects are likely to be culturally affiliated.27

The regulations also clarify that lineal descendants must be notified when the remains of a known individual 
are identified.28

Summary of unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects and items of cultural patrimony

Like those regulating inventories, rules regarding summaries29 require face-to-face or telephone contact. This 
consultation must begin no later than the completion of the summary process. The regulations also specify 
that the museum or Federal agency must request information about tribal contacts, lineal descendants and 
traditional leaders and seek to determine what kinds of cultural items are considered sacred objects or objects 
of cultural patri mony.30 They further require that the summaries provide documentation regarding accession 
and acquisition.31

Although the summaries were to be completed by 1993, the consultation provisions of the regulations remain 
relevant to ongoing consultation which should continue for as long as necessary. Summaries are considered an 
initial exchange of information prior to consultation, and not the end product of the consultation process.32

Repatriation or other treatment of cultural items
Repatriation of human remains and associated funerary objects under NAGPRA

The regulations specify that to establish “cultural affiliation” there must be an identifiable present-day Indian 
tribe or Native Hawaiian organization which can be shown to have descended from an earlier group whose 
identity can be established by such factors as its cultural characteristics, its production and distribution of 
material items and its biological distinctiveness.33

A finding of cultural affiliation is based upon an overall evaluation of the evidence, and should not be pre-
cluded solely because of gaps in the record. A finding of affiliation is warranted when the evidence shows that 
affiliation is more likely than not.34 It need not be established with scientific certainty. The determination 
of cultural affiliation in an inventory should be based upon information within the current possession of the 
museum or agency; repatriation is not to be delayed pending additional scientific research.35

A Federal agency or museum may take steps which are authorized by otherwise applicable law to ensure 
that sensitive information is not made available to the general public.36 However, NAGPRA does not include 
a provision specifically exempting records generated by Federal agencies from discovery under the Freedom of 
Information Act. Thus, it may be advisable not to record certain sensitive information in writing.37

The regulations require repatriation within 90 days of a valid request, provided that a notice of inventory 
completion must be published in the Federal Register at least 30 days prior to repatriation.38 The museum or 
agency must inform the claimant of any treatment to the remains or objects which may represent a hazard to 
individuals or the objects.39 

There is no time limit for submitting a repatriation claim.40 However, a claim is waived if it is made after 
a valid repatriation of human remains or cultural items has already taken place.41

Finally, the regulations add an exception to repatriation where a court of competent jurisdiction determines 
that such return would result in the taking of private property without just compensation. The Fifth Amendment 
to the Constitution of the United States states that no person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property without 
due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use without just compensation. The museum 
itself may not invoke the Fifth Amendment; it must seek a court determination of the issue.42 If a court 
decides that the Fifth Amendment would be violated, existing property laws, rather than NAGPRA, govern the 
repatriation.43 This is an exception not recognized by the statute itself. The statute explicitly applies the Fifth 
Amendment exception to the requirement for speedy return of unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects and 
cultural patrimony; it does not apply it to human remains and associated funerary objects.44 

The regulations indicate that the NAGPRA Review Committee will recommend to the Secretary of the 
Interior specific actions for disposition of human remains whose cultural affiliation cannot be determined. 
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A section of the regulations has been reserved for that purpose and draft recommendations have been pub-
lished.45 Museums and Federal agencies are currently required by the regulations to submit lists of unaffiliated 
human remains and associated funerary objects to the Review Committee.46

Correction to original chapter: In the original chapter, it was indicated that NAGPRA requires the Review 
Committee to make recommendations on unaffiliated human remains and associated funerary objects (see 
p. 17). Although the Review Committee has recommended that it be authorized to make recommendations on 
unaffiliated associated funerary objects47, the statute currently refers only to unaffiliated human remains.

Repatriation of unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects and items of cultural patrimony under 
NAGPRA

The provisions discussed under the previous section (with the exception of the sections on “unaffiliated” 
human remains and associated funerary objects) are fully applicable to the repatriation of unassociated funerary 
objects, sacred objects and cultural patrimony. Otherwise, the regulations essentially restate the statute and are 
consistent with the four-step process as laid out in this part of the original chapter (see pp. 13-14).

Other authority to repatriate

Although the original statute and the regulations say that NAGPRA is not intended to limit the pre-existing 
repatriation authority of Federal agencies and museums48, the regulations require publication of notices in the 
Federal Register before repatriation of cultural items and civil penalties may be imposed upon those who violate 
this provision.49 There is no effort to harmonize these two seemingly contradictory provisions.50

BURIAL SITES ON FEDERAL AND TRIBAL LAND

Procedures required before excavation may occur
1. The regulations clarify that only the Bureau of Indian Affairs may issue Archeological Resources Protection 
Act permits for excavations on tribal land. The Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (with the advice of the 
Hawaii State Historic Preservation Division of the Department of Land and Natural Resources) is the issuing 
authority in the case of lands administered for Native Hawaiians.51

2. The regulations provide that NAGPRA does not apply to tribal lands “to the extent that any action would result 
in a taking of property without compensation within the meaning of the Fifth Amendment of the United States 
Constitution.”52 This exception to the application of the Act on tribal lands is inconsistent with the statute itself. 
The “Fifth Amendment takings” exception in NAGPRA is found in the “right of possession” definition53, a defini-
tion which applies only to repatriation of remains and objects which are in the possession of museums or Federal 
agencies and not to the issue of the excavation of cultural items which are still imbedded on tribal lands. 

In addition, in its commentary to the regulations, the Department of the Interior states that tribally-owned 
lands outside the boundaries of a reservation which are not dependent Indian communities are considered to 
be Federal lands if they are held in trust by the United States for the Indian tribe. They are not covered by 
NAGPRA if they are held in fee by the Indian tribe.54

3. The regulations spell out in detail the notice and consultation that is required in the case of excavations 
on Federal lands. Before approval or permits are issued, written notice must be sent proposing a time and a 
place for meetings and consultation. The notice must describe the planned activity, its location, the basis for 
believing that excavation may occur and the government’s proposed treatment and disposition of the objects 
which are to be excavated. 

This notice must be sent to:
• any known lineal descendants;
• Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations that are likely to be culturally affiliated with the 
items at the site;
• any Indian tribe which originally occupied the area where the activity is taking place; and
•  any Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization that may have a cultural relationship with the items 
imbedded in the ground.55

Written notification should be followed by telephone contact if there is no response within 15 days of the 
notice.56
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At the consultation, the Federal officials must provide a list of all lineal descendants, Indian tribes and 
Native Hawaiian organizations that have been consulted, and information stating that additional documenta-
tion on cultural affiliation is available if requested.57

The Federal officials must seek to identify traditional religious leaders (although tribal officials are under 
no obligation to identify traditional religious leaders), lineal descendants and culturally affiliated Indian tribes 
and Native Hawaiian organizations, as well as methods for contacting lineal descendants, obtain the name 
and address of the tribal contact person, obtain recommendations on how the consultation process should 
be conducted, and identify the kinds of objects that may be considered unassociated funerary objects, sacred 
objects and cultural patrimony.58 

Again, the Federal agency or museum may take steps to ensure that sensitive information is not made 
available to the general public, but it should be noted that NAGPRA is not exempt from the Freedom of 
Information Act (see p. 206).

Following consultation Federal agencies are required to develop written action plans which include:
• the kinds of objects considered cultural items,
• the planned care, handling and treatment (including traditional treatment) of cultural items,
• the planned archeological recording and analysis of items and reports to be prepared, 
• information regarding how tribes will be consulted at the time of excavation, and
•  the information used to determine ultimate custody of the items and how items will be transferred in 

accordance with that determination.59

The regulations also encourage the development of comprehensive agreements between Indian tribes, 
Native Hawaiian organizations and Federal agencies which would “address all Federal agency land manage-
ment activities that could result in the intentional excavation or inadvertent discovery” of NAGPRA items, and 
establish processes for consultation and determination of custody, treatment and disposition of such items.60

The commentary to the regulations indicates that one goal of NAGPRA is preservation of the sites them-
selves, and that this should be considered whenever possible.61 However, “in situ” preservation is not required 
by NAGPRA or the regulations except in the case of intentional excavations on tribal lands where the required 
tribal consent has not been obtained.

Inadvertent discoveries
Any person who has reason to know that he or she has inadvertently discovered human remains, funerary 
objects, sacred objects or cultural patrimony must immediately notify by telephone the responsible Federal 
official in the case of Federal lands, or tribal official in the case of tribal lands.62 Telephone notification must 
be followed by written confirmation. This requirement must be included in Federal leases and permits.63

In the case of Federal lands, the Federal official has three working days to 
1. certify receipt of the notification,
2. take steps to secure and protect the items, and
3. provide notice to the Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations specified in the above section. 
The notice must include information regarding the types of items discovered, their condition and the 
circumstances of their discovery.64

The activity which resulted in the inadvertent discovery may resume prior to the 30 day period specified in the 
statute if a written agreement on a recovery plan is executed by the Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organiza-
tion and the Federal agency prior to the expiration of the 30 day period.65

Consultation is to proceed in a manner similar to that specified in the section on intentional excavations 
above (see p. 207).66

Tribal ownership and control of cultural items to be excavated
Before transferring ownership or control of imbedded cultural items to lineal descendants, tribes or Native 
Hawaiian organizations, the Federal agency must publish at least two general notices of the proposed dispo-
sition one week apart in a newspaper circulated in an area where the members of the tribe or organization 
reside. The notices must provide information on the nature and affiliation of the remains and objects and 
seek additional custody claims, if any. Transfer may not take place until 30 days after the second notice. If 
competing claimants come forward, the proper recipient must be determined in accordance with the statutory 
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preferences.67 The transfer of items must take place using appropriate procedures which respect traditional 
customs and practices.68

Unlike the repatriation requirement, there are no time limits placed upon the transfer of excavated items to 
the appropriate claimant. Indeed, the notice provisions and the written plan requirements build a significant 
delay into the process, beyond the 30 days contemplated by the NAGPRA statute itself, during which various 
types of recording and analysis can occur. It is conceivable that this will give rise to a legal dispute in a case 
where the ownership or control of the items to be excavated is clear and the claimant wants immediate return 
of the items without analysis.

Coordination with other laws

NAGPRA is only one of three important laws meant to protect certain sites. The regulations make clear 
that compliance with NAGPRA does not constitute compliance with the requirements of section 106 of 
the National Historic Preservation Act and the Archeological and Historic Preservation Act,69 although the 
Federal agency official should seek to coordinate consultation and any development of agreements that may 
take place as a result of the implementation of the three laws.

 PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION OF NAGPRA AND OTHER MEANS 
OF ENFORCEMENT

Prohibitions against trafficking
There are no regulations on trafficking.

Sanctions against museums
Interim regulations (see Appendix W) establish a comprehensive scheme for imposing sanctions against muse-
ums who fail to comply with NAGPRA. Failure to comply with NAGPRA is defined to include:

1.  the transfer of NAGPRA items by a covered institution or agency, after November 16, 1990, to an 
individual or agency not required to comply with NAGPRA,

2. failure to complete summaries by November 16, 1993,
3. failure to complete inventories by November 16, 1995 or the date of any extension,
4. failure to notify culturally affiliated tribes within six months of the completion of an inventory,
5. wrongful refusal to repatriate, and
6. repatriation before publishing a notice in the Federal Register.70

Any person may bring a charge of a violation to the Secretary of the Interior or his designee. The Secretary 
then decides whether to review the charge, institute a civil penalty action and estimate a proposed penalty.71 
The penalty set by the regulations is 1/4 of 1% of the museum’s budget or $5,000, whichever is less, plus an 
additional sum to be determined. There is also an ongoing penalty of $100/per day if the violation continues. 
The penalty may be decreased if the failure to comply is not intentional, the museum has agreed to make 
restitution to the aggrieved party, there is a showing of hardship (in the case of a first offense), or the penalty 
would be excessive punishment under the circumstances.72

A notice to a museum of non-compliance must include a summary of facts indicating a failure to comply, 
reference to the sections in the Act or regulations that have been violated, the amount of the proposed pen alty, 
and notice of the museum’s right to have the case reviewed.73

A notice of failure to comply is also sent to lineal descendants of a known Indian individual whose remains 
or items are in question, as well as to Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian organizations likely to be culturally 
affiliated with such remains or objects.74

A museum which receives a notice may seek informal discussions with the Secretary of the Interior, file a 
petition for relief with the Secretary within 45 days, take no action and await a final assessment of penalty, or 
accept the proposed penalty.75

Where the proposed penalty has not been accepted, the Secretary may formally assess the penalty at any 
time after the 45 day period for filing a petition has elapsed. If a penalty is assessed, the notice of assessment 
will include the facts and conclusions upon which the penalty is based, disclosure of how the amount was 
determined, and information about the museum’s right to seek a hearing within 45 days of the notice.76
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Hearings take place before an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). A museum may appear by representative or 
counsel, with the Solicitor representing the Department of the Interior. The ALJ’s decision may be appealed 
to an appeals board appointed by the Interior Office of Hearings and Appeals. Any final decision on sanctions 
may be appealed through the Federal court system.77

Civil penalties must be paid within 45 days of a final administrative decision.78

Since the civil penalties section is an interim rule, it is possible that some of these provisions will change 
when the final rule is adopted.

When a repatriation claim is denied
Once a written claim has been submitted to a museum or agency and is denied, the claiming party has the 
option of directly going to court or seeking a review of the denial by the NAGPRA Review Committee.79 The 
Review Committee can facilitate settlement of the dispute, but its findings are non-binding, although they may 
be used as evidence in any subsequent court proceeding.80 

IMPLEMENTATION OF NAGPRA

The NAGPRA review committee
Although the regulations do not provide specific procedures for dispute resolution by the Committee,81 
guidelines have been developed by the Committee which can be obtained from the (Interior) Departmental 
Consulting Archeologist.82

Grants to museums, Indian Tribes and Native Hawaiian Organizations
The National Park Service has continued to make grants to Indian tribes in an amount not to exceed $75,000 
for documentation purposes and not to exceed $15,000 for the actual repatriation of remains or objects. Grant 
applications are generally due in December of each year. $2.29 million was appropriated for tribal and  museum 
grants in fiscal year 1997.83

MUSEUM ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1996
The ostensible purpose of the Museum Act amendments of 1996 was to impose repatriation, inventory and sum-
mary requirements similar to NAGPRA upon the Smithsonian Institution. For the most part, this is what the 
amendments have done. The amendments extend the repatriation and summary requirements of the Museum 
Act to sacred objects and cultural patrimony based on standards similar to NAGPRA (although they are in subtle 
ways different, see p. 211). The amendments also establish a December 31, 1996 deadline for the completion of 
the summary and a June 1, 1998 deadline for the inventory.84 However, in some respects, the amendments are 
potentially inconsistent with the original Museum Act and NAGPRA which may cause confusion.

For example, the original Museum Act provided for the repatriation of unassociated funerary objects to Indian 
tribes simply upon a showing of cultural affiliation.85 The 1996 amendments subject the repatriation of these 
objects to the “right of possession rule”86 (see p. 13 for definition of “right of possession”), yet do not repeal the 
original section allowing for repatriation simply upon a showing of cultural affiliation. The amendments also 
require a summary of unassociated funerary objects, but do not repeal the original requirement that an inventory 
of these objects be done.87 While the new amendment could be read consistently with the original Act—a sum-
mary of unassociated funerary objects is required by December 31, 1996 and an inventory is required by June 1, 
1998—it is unlikely that this was intended.

Further confusion may arise in the case of Native Hawaiians. The 1989 Act left repatriation of human 
remains up to negotiated agreements between the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Hui Malama I Na Kupuna 
O Hawai’i Nei and the Smithsonian, but indicated that the principles of repatriation pertaining to Indian 
tribes should apply to the greatest extent practicable.88 The new repatriation section on unassociated funer-
ary objects, sacred objects and object of cultural patrimony fully applies to Native Hawaiians.89 Depending 
upon what agreements have been reached, particularly in the case of unassociated funerary objects, the imple-
mentation of the original section may or may not be consistent with the new requirements. Of course, the 
Smithsonian may still voluntarily comply with any negotiated agreements which are more expansive than the 
new amendments.90 However, the judicial enforceability of any agreement more expansive than the 1996 
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amendments is unclear. The amendments also create the confusing situation in which repatriation of human 
remains and associated funerary objects is governed by a negotiated agreement, but repatriation of other objects 
is controlled by a specific legal standard.

In addition, there are subtle differences between the repatriation section of the 1996 Museum Act amend-
ments and the NAGPRA sections from which it was derived. These reflect some confusion in the NAGPRA 
statute, as well as confusion in the Museum Act, as amended. Under NAGPRA, unassociated funerary objects 
are repatriated (subject to the right of possession rules) when they have been identified as culturally affiliated 
through the summary process91 or based upon tribal proof of cultural affiliation.92 In the case of sacred objects 
and cultural patrimony, repatriation occurs (again, subject to right of possession rules) when cultural affiliation 
is shown pursuant to a summary93 or upon a tribal showing that the sacred object or item of cultural patri mony 
was previously owned or controlled by the tribe or a member thereof (subject to the rights of the lineal descen-
dants of such a member).94 This last section of NAGPRA does not mention cultural affiliation. The Museum 
Act amendments require repatriation of unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects and cultural patrimony 
(subject to right of possession rules) if cultural affiliation is shown through the summary or based upon tribal 
proof of cultural affiliation and the items were previously owned or controlled by the tribe or its members.95 
Thus, the Museum Act provision, based upon the somewhat inconsistent NAGPRA provisions, appears (per-
haps inadvertently) to establish a two step requirement for repatriation of unassociated funerary objects, sacred 
objects and cultural patrimony, as opposed to the one step “variable” approach of NAGPRA. 

Finally, the 1996 Museum Act amendments do not define “sacred objects” and “cultural patrimony.” It is 
probably that the NAGPRA definitions were assumed. However, because the NAGPRA definitions are in some 
respects narrow and have been controversial, the meaning of these terms in the context of the Museum Act 
may be disputed. Moreover, there is only one definition of “funerary object” in the Museum Act,96 rather than 
separate definitions for “associated” and “unassociated” funerary objects, even though the new amendments 
make this distinction an important one. 
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